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Introduction:

Results:

• Center for Disease Control reports the following as fall risk factors: lower
extremity weakness, vision problems, and difficulty maintaining balance during
walking. Greatest predictor for a fall, is prior fall within the last year.
• Injury from a fall leads to: fear of falls, inactivity, atrophy, higher risk for falls.
• Kouzake and Masani (2008) indicated that improvements in postural sway are
attributed to light touch increasing proprioception, rather than through
mechanical support.
• Examples of light touch-enhanced proprioceptive feedback: walls and assistive
walking devices. Successful strategy in bimanual tasks?
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Figure 2. COM excursion over 30 seconds with eyes closed: Situations of more
excursion (Eyes closed and Pole) showed decreased performance compared to
baseline, whereas haptic trunk with eyes closed demonstrated less excursion. This
suggests that hand-based postural control is an ineffective balance strategy.

To explore the effectiveness of haptic feedback location along the waist
(haptic belt) versus through the torso (haptic vest) under conditions altering
somatosensory, visual, and vestibular variables.

Hypothesis 1:
Vest device will show greatest reduction in postural sway, rather than belt device
or belt and vest devices together.
Light touch with belt and vest will lead to greater reductions in postural sway, than
light touch with vest or light touch with belt.

Methods:
baseline
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Figure 3. COM excursion over 30 seconds with eyes closed and subject
standing on a foam: Haptic trunk with light touch showed more COM excursion
compared to trials with either haptic trunk or haptic belt alone. This suggests that too
many constraints on COM may lead to overstimulation.
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Hypothesis 2: Light touch with vest vs light touch with belt vs combination of vest + belt + touch.
Light touch with vest will show greatest amount of postural sway reduction (due to protocol
changes mid-way through project, only light touch vs light touch with vest could be analyzed).
● Light touch reduction from baseline across conditions = .089 m
● Light touch + haptic vest reduction from baseline across conditions = .885 m

●
●
●
●

There is no definitive scenario in which the wearable haptic devices improved balance
Most challenging position was EC Foam in the medial/lateral direction
Learning effect or fatigue could influence subject performance over various trials
Further research needs to incorporate inclusion of specific tactor feedback duration and
location to extrapolate trends in loss of balance situation
● Further research needs to explore UCM analysis on the effect of haptic devices on
constraining balance strategies

Limitations:

Algorithm
Obsequious
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Figure 6. Application of Multi-joint
coordination in maintaining upright balance
strategies.

Conclusion:
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General trends tend to include larger
amount of excursion reduction in haptic
trunk feedback compared to haptic belt.
This is limited in that there were several
instances of unexpected decreases in sway
during difficult balance perturbation
scenarios, suggesting either device
malfunction or learning effect. Data also
suggests that current static standing
strategies including utilizing a pole or touch
alone, appear to be marginally better than
the control. However, lack of large sample
Figure 5. Amount of excursion in anterior/posterior, medial/lateral, and total
excursion distance. Shade of red in each cell indicates difference in total excursion
size to perform statistical analysis prevents
compared to baseline measurements within each condition with more intense red
color representing larger differences.
any conclusive statements to be made.
Potential causes for increased
total sway between trunk and belt may stem from amount of
subconscious interpretation of feedback limiting degrees of freedom to
maintain balance across a singular joint versus multi-joint coordination
(see figure 6).
Hypothesis 1: Haptic trunk vs haptic belt vs haptic trunk + haptic belt.
Haptic trunk alone will provide greatest amount of reduction in postural
sway.
● Haptic trunk reduction from baseline across conditions = .471 m
● Haptic belt reduction from baseline across conditions = .028 m
● Haptic trunk + haptic belt reduction from baseline across conditions
= increased sway by .024 m

Purpose:

Hypothesis 2:

Discussion:

Figure 1. Subject set
with markers, haptic
belt, & belt

Figure 4. COM excursion over 30 seconds with eyes closed and cognitive
challenge: Eyes closed with light touch showed more COM excursion compared to
eyes closed with haptic trunk, suggesting that hands-free strategies are safer and
more efficient in postural corrections in situations of cognitive challenge.

● Sample size n=1
● Device reliability
● Static standing positions only
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